Resources for Student Parents
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Educational Resources

*Math – Science – Social Studies*

*Reading – Writing – Arts*

**Education.com** PreK – 5

**ABCya** PreK – 6
Educational games for students that will keep kids engaged and having fun.

**Freckle** K – 12
Students automatically work on lessons that are perfect for them. That way, they are always engaged and challenged, never facing material that is too difficult or easy for them.

**Khan Academy** PreK – 12
Free online courses, lessons, & practice. You can learn anything. Expert-created content and resources for every course and level

**Omaha Public School – Academic Resources**
provides Practice Packs for Reading, Writing, and Math (can complete one assignment each day) for students in Pre-K through Sixth grade

For our students who are parents, Coronavirus has changed reality rapidly and created the daunting task of figuring out how to keep active children active and motivated to learn.

This is compounded by your own need to learn and scheduling periods of study for you while scheduling time to engage with your child(ren) while they learn. Hearing from a few of our student parents, we thought we’d offer a few links to prompt ideas for engagement while kids are stuck at home. While this time can be stressful, some student parents are finding enjoyment in exploring new interactions with their children.

We’ll be updating our initial list weekly!
Virtual Activities

**Zoo:**

**Henrly Doorly Zoo**
Check back each day for an interactive video and activity you can do with your family.

**Animal Cams – Houston Zoo**
Tune in to the Houston Zoo Webcams and enjoy a live look at animals that call the Houston Zoo home!

**National Parks:**

**The Hidden Worlds of the National Parks**
Follow rangers on a journey to places most people never go... Explore these five parks: Kenai Fjords, Alaska; Hawai‘i Volcanoes, Hawai‘i; Carlsbad Caverns, New Mexico; Bryce Canyon, Utah; Dry Tortugas, Florida.

**Museums:**

**The MET**
Take part in The Met experience online. The Met presents over 5,000 years of art from around the world for everyone to experience and enjoy.

**Louvre**
Visit the museum’s exhibition rooms and galleries, contemplate the façades of the Louvre... Come along on a virtual tour and enjoy the view.

**Fun Videos:**

**Discovery MindBlown**
#MINDBLOWN Blast episodes are awesome videos made just for you, all about your favorite topics!

**TED Talks to watch with kids**
Fun, informative and captivating talks to inspire young minds.

Exercise

**Disney Workouts**
Remember to stay active at home! Break a Sweat With These Disney-Inspired Workouts

**Cosmic Kids Yoga**
Yoga, mindfulness and relaxation designed especially for kids aged 3+, used in schools and homes all over the world.

APPS

- Discovery MindBlown (4+)
- Brainzy | Education.com (4+)
- Freckle by Renaissance (4+)
- Khan Academy (4+)